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Nuclear Pakistan is in REVOLT Against the Globalists

Description

ER Editor: UPDATE – See this published via AlethoNews: Pakistan’s ousted PM issues ultimatum. Of
note:
Former Pakistani PM Imran Khan warned the country’s government on Thursday that he will march on
the capital with millions of people in six days unless provincial assemblies are dissolved and new
elections are held by that time.

Khan issued the ultimatum during a rally of thousands of demonstrators in Islamabad, where he called
for the “imported government” to be brought down, insisting it is backed by foreign powers.

A former cricket star-turned-politician, Khan served as Pakistan’s prime minister for over three and a
half years before being ousted in a no-confidence vote by parliament last month. He insists that his
removal from office was orchestrated by the US in collusion with members of the current government
headed by Prime Minister Shehbaz Sharif.

Khan has suggested that he received threats from US officials over his refusal to bow to Washington’s
demands and support the sanctions on Russia over its actions in Ukraine.

Since his ousting, Khan has staged several rallies across the country, calling on “all Pakistanis” to take
to the streets to “send a message across Pakistan that the nation has rejected this imported
government.”
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Nuclear Pakistan is in REVOLT against Globalists
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https://maajidnawaz.substack.com/p/pm-imran-khan-alleges-regime-change?s=w


How the “regime change” in Pakistan against Imran Khan relates to Ukraine’s “colour 
revolution” Maidan coup, Canadian truckers, the WEF, the WHO pandemic treaty and Bill Gates
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Nuclear Pakistan is in REVOLT against Globalists, right NOW
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https://maajidnawaz.substack.com/p/pm-imran-khan-alleges-regime-change?s=w


How the “regime change” in Pakistan against Imran Khan relates to Ukraine’s “colour revolution” 
Maidan coup, Canadian truckers, the WEF, the WHO pandemic treaty and Bill Gates

1) What is The Latest?

Ousted-by-globalists, former Pakistani PM Imran Khan and his huge protest convoy have 
entered the Punjab on their way to the capital city, Islamabad.

Imran Khan @ImranKhanPTI

We have entered Punjab and will InshAllah be heading towards Islamabad. No amount of state 
oppression and fascism by this imported govt can stop or deter our march. #?????_?????_????

May 25th 2022

24,104 Retweets55,692 Likes

Maajid ??? ????? @MaajidNawaz

Pakistan is in revolt against what people claim was a Biden-Admin instigated “regime change” 
operation to oust former PM @ImranKhanPTI #?????_?????_???? #???????_?????__??????? 
#MarchAgaintsImportedGovt

May 25th 2022

56 Retweets238 Likes

These rallies for Imran Khan have more support than any I have ever seen in Pakistan, and I 
have been politically active all of my life.

Maajid ??? ????? @MaajidNawaz

Ousted Pakistani PM @ImranKhanPTI continues to attract crowds as far as the eye can see in his bid 
to force a new election, after he accused the Biden-admin of instigating a regime change to punish him 
for visiting Putin. Read below for further information

Maajid ??? ????? @MaajidNawaz

READ my latest analysis on the alleged Biden-admin “regime change” operation in nuclear power
Pakistan, to depose former PM @ImranKhanPTI &amp; punish him for visiting Putin while refusing to
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https://twitter.com/ImranKhanPTI/status/1529459365744369664
https://twitter.com/ImranKhanPTI/status/1529459365744369664
https://twitter.com/MaajidNawaz/status/1529537302686474242?s=20&t=Fk9HogbpMD2hXpEbXPxVpw
https://twitter.com/MaajidNawaz/status/1529537302686474242?s=20&t=Fk9HogbpMD2hXpEbXPxVpw
https://twitter.com/MaajidNawaz/status/1529427196686782464?s=20&t=Fk9HogbpMD2hXpEbXPxVpw
https://twitter.com/MaajidNawaz/status/1529427196686782464?s=20&t=Fk9HogbpMD2hXpEbXPxVpw
https://twitter.com/MaajidNawaz/status/1529427196686782464?s=20&t=Fk9HogbpMD2hXpEbXPxVpw


follow US State department foreign policy in Afghanistan &amp; Ukraine https://t.co/zaFCKMylXV

May 25th 2022

626 Retweets1,690 Likes

As happened in Canada, the convoys stretch as far as the eye can see:

Maajid ??? ????? @MaajidNawaz

THREAD: Pakistan is in revolt against what people claim is a “regime change” to oust former PM 
@ImranKhanPTI #?????_?????_???? #???????_?????__??????? #MarchAgaintsImportedGovt

May 25th 2022

57 Retweets198 Likes

And people are staying through night and day:

Maajid ??? ????? @MaajidNawaz

Pakistan is in revolt against what people claim was a Biden-Admin instigated “regime change” 
operation to oust former PM @ImranKhanPTI #?????_?????_???? #???????_?????__??????? 
#MarchAgaintsImportedGovt

May 25th 2022

68 Retweets216 Likes

2) Why is This Happening?

The current government that ousted Khan was not elected, but appointed from within after a ‘no-
confidence’ motion that was set up in collaboration with the US State Department. Khan has
specifically named Donald Lu, who serves as the Assistant Under-Secretary of South and Central
Asia, as the main culprit behind this State Department instigated coup. The allegation of a US coup 
plot are eerily reminiscent of what happened in Ukraine at the Maidan.

CNN’s Becky Anderson has the scoop, with Imran Khan’s first international interview since his ousting:

Khan:
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https://twitter.com/MaajidNawaz/status/1529536568750383105?s=20&t=Fk9HogbpMD2hXpEbXPxVpw
https://twitter.com/MaajidNawaz/status/1529536990370271239?s=20&t=Fk9HogbpMD2hXpEbXPxVpw
https://twitter.com/MaajidNawaz/status/1529536990370271239?s=20&t=Fk9HogbpMD2hXpEbXPxVpw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6K8fqdUIOmQ


“..in an official meeting with note taking on both sides, he (Donald Lu) tells the (Pakistani) 
ambassador that unless you get rid of your Prime Minister Imran Khan in a vote of no 
confidence – which by the way hadn’t been tabled as yet, but he seemed to know 
about it – he said…Pakistan will suffer consequences, and then goes on to say of 
course if you get rid of him through the vote of no confidence, all will be forgiven
. Such arrogance..Imagine telling a country.. of 220million people that you can get rid of 
your Prime Minister… this was a blatant intervention in the internal affairs of Pakistan, 
a regime change.. before this meeting with Donald Lu and our ambassador, the US 
embassy was calling members of my party – who were some of the backbenchers who 
were not happy – they were having meetings with the US embassy.. and they were the first 
ones who then jumped ship, and they were the ones who then offered $1 million each 
to buy my other members of Parliament who actually jumped ship later on. Why 
would the US embassy be interested in back benchers of my party?..

..we all call it an imported government but the worse thing is, they’re a bunch of 
criminals, for 30 years these guys have been plundering the country, 60% of the 
cabinet is on bail..so many regime changes…when unpopular governments are foisted 
on a people, the resentment goes against the US..”

Pakistan’s Geo News reports:

India Ahead News @IndiaAheadNews
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https://www.geo.tv/latest/409421-pm-imran-khan-discloses-the-name-of-us-official-who-sent-threat-letter
https://www.geo.tv/latest/409421-pm-imran-khan-discloses-the-name-of-us-official-who-sent-threat-letter


Imran Khan named US Assistant Secretary of State for South and Central Asian affairs Donal Lu as 
the person who was involved in the conspiracy against filling the no-confidence motion against the 
current Pakistani government #PakistanPoliticalCrisis

PM Imran Khan 

Claims US Diplomat Donald Lu Involved In ‘Conspiracy’ To Topple His Govt – Indiaahead News
Imran Khan in a statement named US Assistant Secretary of State for South and Central Asian affairs 
Donal Lu as the person who has warned one of the Pakistani envoys to the United States stating that 
he was involved in the conspiracy against filling the no-confidence motion against the current Pakis…
indiaaheadnews.com

April 3rd 2022

46 Retweets75 Likes

3) What Do the Pakistani People Want?

Khan’s Pakistani Tehriki Insaf party (PTI) are simply demanding national elections. This request
is too much for the globalists. They would rather install corrupt thieving criminals who have looted the 
country (as revealed in the Panama and Pandora leaks, explained here) than tolerate any leader who
put’s their own country first.

When PTI members of Khan’s own party were allegedly offered $1 million USD each to vote in a 
‘no-confidence’ motion against their own Prime Minister in Pakistan’s parliament, Khan 
resigned and called a national election. Instead of accepting this obviously optimum solution, fearing
that he would win, the opposition took Khan to the Supreme Court to have him reinstated just so 
that they could vote him out again.

That worked. The Supreme Court reinstated the by-now-resigned Prime Minster, so that the opposition
could pass their ‘no confidence’ motion against him. This allowed them to avoid the need for a new
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https://twitter.com/IndiaAheadNews/status/1510686878504169476
https://twitter.com/IndiaAheadNews/status/1510686878504169476
https://twitter.com/IndiaAheadNews/status/1510686878504169476
https://indiaaheadnews.com/world/pm-imran-khan-claims-us-diplomat-donald-lu-involved-in-conspiracy-to-topple-his-govt-124792/
https://www.dawn.com/news/1316531
https://www.dawn.com/news/1316531
https://maajidnawaz.substack.com/p/pm-imran-khan-alleges-regime-change?s=w


election and appoint their own man as Prime Minister instead. This is how Pakistan’s current
government became to be unelected.

The US has of course denied any involvement.

VOA DEEWA @voadeewa

The US State Dept.Thursday rejected PM Imran Khan’s allegations that the US is trying to topple his 
govt. “When it comes to these allegations, there is no truth to them.. We respect (&) we support 
Pakistan’s constitutional process & the rule of law,” spokesman Ned Price said

April 1st 2022

2 Retweets8 Likes

This comes though, after President Biden already announced a New World Order:

Maajid ??? ????? @MaajidNawaz

Biden: “We are at an inflection point..in the world. It occurs every 3 or 4 generations…60m people died 
between 1900-1946..and now is the time when things are shifting, there’s gonna be a NEW WORLD 
ORDER out there, and we’ve gotta LEAD IT..”

March 22nd 2022

2,707 Retweets6,424 Likes

4) What’s the Background?

Pakistan, a Muslim-majority nuclear powered country, is in revolt against the globalists. 
Regular readers of the Radical Dispatch will have known this was coming. Last month, we
explained why and forecasted this precise situation here.
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https://twitter.com/voadeewa/status/1509895372440748034?ref_src=twsrc^tfw|twcamp^tweetembed|twterm^1509895372440748034|twgr^|twcon^s1_&ref_url=https://www.polygraph.info/a/fact-check-pakistan-us-coup-conspiracy/31793289.html
https://twitter.com/voadeewa/status/1509895372440748034?ref_src=twsrc^tfw|twcamp^tweetembed|twterm^1509895372440748034|twgr^|twcon^s1_&ref_url=https://www.polygraph.info/a/fact-check-pakistan-us-coup-conspiracy/31793289.html
https://twitter.com/voadeewa/status/1509895372440748034?ref_src=twsrc^tfw|twcamp^tweetembed|twterm^1509895372440748034|twgr^|twcon^s1_&ref_url=https://www.polygraph.info/a/fact-check-pakistan-us-coup-conspiracy/31793289.html
https://twitter.com/maajidnawaz/status/1506072187215753218?s=11
https://twitter.com/maajidnawaz/status/1506072187215753218?s=11
https://twitter.com/maajidnawaz/status/1506072187215753218?s=11
https://maajidnawaz.substack.com/p/pm-imran-khan-alleges-regime-change?s=w


When time came for Pakistan to vote on a motion critical of Russia at the UN, Pakistan under 
Imran Khan abstained. Pakistan’s former allies among Western nations were disturbed at this
development. They expressed a highly unusual level of criticism at Pakistan’s sovereign foreign policy
decisions in this regard.

In a rare display of public pressure, the heads of 22 diplomatic missions in Islamabad issued an open
letter urging Pakistan to condemn Russia at the UN. Imran Khan lashed out, demanding to know 
why Pakistanis are expected to act as Western “slaves”.

The Times reports:
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https://maajidnawaz.substack.com/p/pm-imran-khan-alleges-regime-change?s=w
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/imran-khan-lashes-out-over-demands-for-pakistan-to-rebuke-russian-invasion-8b5cmz3tb


Note how all three South Asian countries that took a neutral position towards Russia at the UN
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https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/imran-khan-lashes-out-over-demands-for-pakistan-to-rebuke-russian-invasion-8b5cmz3tb
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/imran-khan-lashes-out-over-demands-for-pakistan-to-rebuke-russian-invasion-8b5cmz3tb


appear to have been on the receiving end of fierce US State Department pressure.

The Times of London reports:

As forecasted by the Radical Dispatch last month, Sri Lanka’s government has already 
collapsed.

Once Khan returned from Moscow, a very strange event occurred. Bill Gates took his first ever
trip to Pakistan. One is left to wonder why Gates chose this particularly strained time to visit,
when he had never visited before. There he was met by none other than the President of the
country.
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https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/imran-khan-lashes-out-over-demands-for-pakistan-to-rebuke-russian-invasion-8b5cmz3tb
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The Express Tribune reports:

“Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates on Tuesday wrote a letter to President Dr Arif Alvi wherein he thanked 
him for the warm welcome during his first visit to Pakistan in February, saying his foundation is keen to 
deepen the existing ties on issues of shared interests.”
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https://tribune.com.pk/story/2351152/bill-gates-seeks-to-bolster-ties-with-pakistan-on-shared-interests
https://tribune.com.pk/story/2351152/bill-gates-seeks-to-bolster-ties-with-pakistan-on-shared-interests


 

The Express Tribune reports:

“Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates on Tuesday wrote a letter to President Dr Arif Alvi wherein 
he thanked him for the warm welcome during his first visit to Pakistan in February, saying 
his foundation is keen to deepen the existing ties on issues of shared interests.”

President of
Pakistan @PresOfPakistan

?? ???? ?????? ???? ???????? ?? ???? ???????? ?? ????? ?? ???? ????? ????? ???? ???? ?? 
??? ?? ?? ???? ?? ??????? ?? ???? ???? ??? ?????? ??????? ???? ?? ??? ????? ?? ????? ??? 
??? ???? ??? ???? ??????? ???? ???? ????? ?? ??? ??? ?? ?? ???
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https://tribune.com.pk/story/2351152/bill-gates-seeks-to-bolster-ties-with-pakistan-on-shared-interests
https://twitter.com/PresOfPakistan/status/1511298354562670599?ref_src=twsrc^tfw|twcamp^tweetembed|twterm^1511298354562670599|twgr^|twcon^s1_&ref_url=https://tribune.com.pk/story/2351152/bill-gates-seeks-to-bolster-ties-with-pakistan-on-shared-interests
https://twitter.com/PresOfPakistan/status/1511298354562670599?ref_src=twsrc^tfw|twcamp^tweetembed|twterm^1511298354562670599|twgr^|twcon^s1_&ref_url=https://tribune.com.pk/story/2351152/bill-gates-seeks-to-bolster-ties-with-pakistan-on-shared-interests
https://twitter.com/PresOfPakistan/status/1511298354562670599?ref_src=twsrc^tfw|twcamp^tweetembed|twterm^1511298354562670599|twgr^|twcon^s1_&ref_url=https://tribune.com.pk/story/2351152/bill-gates-seeks-to-bolster-ties-with-pakistan-on-shared-interests


April 5th 2022

127 Retweets641 Likes

To be fair, and considering what happened before and after this visit, and particularly due to his
now known role in the global Great Reset agenda, Bill Gates’ first visit to Pakistan is rather
questioningly timed.

The above diplomatic difficulties come in the context of Pakistan under Khan already having
refused point blank to allow the CIA to set up bases in order to launch attacks from that country
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into Afghanistan.

In 2021 a reporter for Axios asked Imran Khan:

“Will you allow the American government to have CIA here in Pakistan to conduct cross-border, 
counter-terrorism missions against al-Qaeda, ISIS or the Taliban?”

PM Imran Khan replies: “Absolutely not”

Reporter: “Seriously?”

Imran Khan: “There’s no way we’re going to allow any bases, any sort of action from Pakistani territory 
into Afghanistan, absolutely not.”

Maajid ??? ????? @MaajidNawaz

Was it something he said? @ImranKhanPTI https://t.co/3mn9iqHeW2

Maajid ??? ????? @MaajidNawaz

.@ImranKhanPTI has made some shocking allegations of a Biden-admin “regime change” operation to
punish him for visiting Putin. This will likely cause mass public disturbance. Keep watching.
https://t.co/3H5fhjD1dx

April 12th 2022

3 Retweets25 Likes
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https://www.axios.com/imran-khan-interview-cia-afghanistan-bases-2225eb96-65b5-405a-951a-7ce47a3497b8.html
https://www.axios.com/imran-khan-interview-cia-afghanistan-bases-2225eb96-65b5-405a-951a-7ce47a3497b8.html
https://twitter.com/MaajidNawaz/status/1513885566479261698?s=20&t=C_65fLtN3SiDcJGE_HQyRg


Was it something he said?…

The culmination of the above perceived insults by Pakistan to the United States of America has led to
what Russian Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Maria Zakhrova has deemed as a decision to “punish” 
Pakistan.

The Times of India reports:

“The further development of the situation leaves no doubt that the United States decided to 
punish the ‘disobedient’ Imran Khan,” Russian Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Maria 
Zakharova said on April 4, citing the PTI members’ “sudden” decision to join the 
opposition.

“This is another attempt at shameless interference by the U.S. in the internal affairs of an 
independent state for its own selfish purposes. The above facts eloquently testify to this. 
The Prime Minister of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan himself has repeatedly stated that 
the conspiracy against him is inspired and financed from abroad.”

5) What Happens Next?

Khan intends to “take his country back” form the globalists. And the Pakistani people are
clearly with him.

Imran Khan @ImranKhanPTI

Pakistan became an independent state in 1947; but the freedom struggle begins again today against a 
foreign conspiracy of regime change. It is always the people of the country who defend their 
sovereignty & democracy.

April 10th 2022

71,182 Retweets270,435 Likes

I reflected on this issue last night in my GETTR livestream video. One suspects that, like Trump in 
America, the deposed Khan will maintain very high levels of support among his own people 
while seeking to build his party from the ground up with those who are loyal to its anti-
corruption aims. Khan’s ability to mobilise the public will remain, and mass demonstrations will serve
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https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/pakistan/us-sought-to-punish-disobedient-imran-khan-russia/articleshow/90662089.cms
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/pakistan/us-sought-to-punish-disobedient-imran-khan-russia/articleshow/90662089.cms
https://twitter.com/ImranKhanPTI/status/1513110768266330115
https://twitter.com/ImranKhanPTI/status/1513110768266330115
https://twitter.com/ImranKhanPTI/status/1513110768266330115
https://gettr.com/post/p1ba9ik2ae5


as a prelude to the next election campaign wherein he will hope to sweep Parliament.

Globalists wish to see the back of him so that their client regime and installed (bought and paid
for) politicians can work against the people and help to usher in global governance via the 
failing WHO pandemic treaty, and other means.

The order of events, with Khan’s refusal to allow CIA bases in Pakistan, his visit
to Moscow on the eve of Ukraine’s invasion, his country’s abstention in the vote
against Russia at the UN, Bill Gates’ strangely timed first visit to Pakistan after all
of this unfolded, and the existence of this diplomatic cable purporting to show
senior US State Department official Donald Lu threatening the country for defying
America, will no doubt galvanise huge public anger towards the United States of
America.

Keep watching.

Thank you for reading Radical – by Maajid Nawaz. This post is public so feel free to share it.

Share
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https://twitter.com/Resist_05/status/1527544120067358726
https://twitter.com/Resist_05/status/1527544120067358726
https://maajidnawaz.substack.com/p/nuclear-pakistan-is-in-revolt-against?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email&utm_content=share&action=share
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